DEFINITION (D). TWO groups G and H are simply concordant if we can choose μ ί9
, μ r 6 G } v ί9 ->,v r eH so that G/G 2 ^ H/H 2 is generated by the μ ά (or the Vj) and if G and H have a common algebraic extension G (ξ u , £,) ** H(η l9 •• f^ί ) where the ξ and η are roots to equations I ^ ΰ ^s, 1 £k <*t, 1 ^ i, , i Λ <; r, ?;,• e G(a?), w & e For PL concordances of submanifolds X, Y the groups π{M -X) and π(M -Y) are simply concordant.
We describe this in § 1 and § 2; the generators and relations added to G correspond to the minima and saddle points of the concordance. Those generators and relations added to H (or removed from G{ξ)) correspond to singularities of index n and n -1 (maxima and saddle points). In § 3 we study the case G = free and we give an application to links in § 4. In [4] we study a generalization of the algebraic problem.
We use the following conventions: x means x is to be deleted, # is the connected sum of manifolds, + their disjoint union. All homology is integral. This is the first of two articles; in part II we hope to study the homotopy system of M -X in the sense of [13] . 1* Algebraic extensions* Let G x be a group and let A and B be subsets of it. Define NA (or N G A if the context is not clear) to be the intersection of all normal subgroups of G ± containing A. The group NA is called the normal closure of A. If C is the subset {[α, 6] = αδα" 1 6" 1 : αe A, δe £}, we write [A, 5] for NC. Notice [A, 5] is a normal subgroup even if A or 5 are not groups.
Inductively the lower central series of G ι is defined by G* = [G 19 Gγ_J and G TO = Π G<. We say G L is residually nilpotent if G^1
. We work with residually nilpotent groups. For any group we write G = GJG^ and G is always residually nilpotent. If G x has a presentation <α?*: r 5 >, we write (x t : ri) p for a presentation of G of the form {x t : r h s k ), where G^ = N Gl {s k }.
If S is an arc connected mplex, π(S) is π^/lπ^S)]T he inclusions G i+ί Q G^ induce maps p t : GJG i+1 -> Cri/Cr* and t; Pi) is an inverse system. Let G be its limit. We justify this notation: a typical element of G is a sequence (^iG i ) <^2 of cosets <7i = QiGt 6 GJL/G, subject to the condition that Pi(g i+1 ) = g t . Let J n -{(&)e&:g t eG n _ t for i ^ 2}. Then J % is a central series (i.e., G = J lf [J lf J % _J £ J Λ ) and so G n £ J % because {GJ is the ίowβr central series [7; Ch. 5] . Since nΛ = l G is residually nilpotent. Notice Q -> (g, 9, * ) defines a homomorphism G 1 ->G with kernel G^ so G ζZ G. Further, if G is finitely generated then (G) n = (GJ~ = J n and GJG n p& G/G n . A proof can be found in [0] .
In our applications we deal with fundamental groups of compact complexes and so, unless otherwise specified, all our groups are finitely generated. In particular G need not be finitely generated if G is, in fact G tends to be of a cardinality bigger than that of G.
If A x is any group and if we have a family a t \ GJG n -> AJA n of isomorphisms which commute with the p t then the a t define an embedding a:A->G with GQa(A).
The converse however, is not true.
If A £ G is a subgroup and Σ Q G is a subset, let A{Σ) be the subgroup generated by A and Σ. 
Hfi(x) -?U H t G(ξ\ -» NWI[ W, G(x)]
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If [7; §3.3] .)
Clearly the operations described above establish a Nielsen transformation (loc. cit.) of G(ξ) into G(ξ') which is, in particular, an isomorphism. Matrix ||3^-]| is a permutation matrix times a product of elementary matrices. By an operation of type (ii) we change \\diWj\\ to a product of elementary matrices and operations of type (iv) finally reduce it to the identity, that is we may assume our system is equivalent to one of the form {cc^Γ 1 }, where d lc v t = 0 for all i, ft. Generally we write this as for all k.
We now repeat some of the results of [6; VII § 1] for algebraic extensions adapted to the present context. We say that ξ e G is an algebraic element if we can find a system (3) with solutions ξ l9 •••,£,. and ξ -£ t . Let G Q A £ G; we say that A is an algebraic extension of G if there exists a set Σ of algebraic elements such that A=G{Σ}. If Σ is finite we say A is a finite extension. If A and B are algebraic extensions of G, any homomorphism A -> B leaving G fixed is said to be over G.
REMARKS (1) . Let G be a finitely generated residually nilpotent group and let A Q G contain G. Then the following are equivalent
A is an algebraic extension of G , [11; (3.4)] ). Thus α is algebraic.
(2) If we work with finitely generated A, conditions (ALG 2) and (ALG 3) are equivalent to "A is a finite extension of G".
The above remarks show that a finite extension can be obtained from a finite sequence of simple extensions. We can also define algebraic elements intrinsically. If not we say ζ is transcendental.
(4) A residually nilpotent and finitely generated group A is a finite extension of G if and only if there exist isomorphisms # έ : G/Gi-> A/Ai for all i which commute with the p t : X/X i+1 -> X/X t In fact, if the θi exist they define and embedding A -• G containing G and A satisfies (ALG 3). Conversely, if G £ A £ G satisfies (ALG 3) [4; Lemma 7] implies that Hfi -> H 2 A is onto and [11, (3.4 Let G be the set of all algebraic elements of G.
PROPOSITION (5). G is a subgroup of G and both G and G are algebraically closed.
Proof. G is closed by Lemma 1. This facilitates the proof of the closure of G (which is obviously a group): ξ,ηeG implies they are elements of a finite algebraic extension A of G. Thus ξrj^eA. Any finite system WξZG(x) lies in some G(η lf , τ? s )(x). By Lemma 4 the solutions ζ t for it are algebraic over G.
Finally a curious note: Lemma 3 implies algebraic extensions are "purely inseparable" [6] . Thus it is not surprising that "primitive elements" [6, VII. 6] do not exist; that is, given A = G(ξ,η) there does not necessarily exist a ζ such that A = G(ζ). The reason for this is topological in nature as can be seen in the proof of Theorem 6 below. On the other hand the fact that A is the top of a tower of simple extensions G £ G(ξ) £ G(ζ, η) is explained topo-logically by the "handle exchange lemma". This is of course, just an analogy (but an interesting one).
2* Concordances* We now prove our main result: THEOREM 6. Let X, Y be two concordant submanifolds of S n ; then π(S n -X) and π(S n -Y) are simply concordant (n ^ 5).
Proof. If the codimension is not 2, there is nothing to prove. Notice we may prove the same result on any simply connected manifold instead of S n . For the sake of simplicity we prove 6 only for S n . Secondly, as remarked by Giffen (6) holds for PL /-equivalences since any PL concordance fails to be locally flat at finitely many points where cell replacements in the sense of [10] take place. They do not affect π(M -X) (ibid.) and so the algebra for the PL case is the same as that of the PL locally fait case where Morse theory can be defined.
Let now c: X x /-> S n x I be a concordance. A point (x, t) e S n I is a regular point of c if either (x, t) g Im c or there is a neighborhood J of t in I, a manifold X' and a level preserving embedding e: X' x J -> S n x J onto a neighborhood of (x, t) in Im c [8; § 2] . A value 1e1 is regular if (x, t) is a regular point for all x e S n . If t is not regular we say t is a critical value.
If there are manifolds X Q (t) and X^t); neighborhoods J o and J ί of t in [0, t] and [t, 1] respectively and isotopies g: 
v/here i) p is the p-disk, dD p = S^" 1 and p + r = w -1, and where the intersection Im g Q D Im ^ is the closure of Im g ε -h for ε = 0,1. The result is a p handle attached to X Q in S n x {t} defining a surgery to X,. See [8; especially Figure 1 .
By [8; Lemma 2], we may assume there are finitely many criticaly values (all standard). Reordering, addition and cancellation of embedded handles are possible and the corresponding results are proved in [8; § 2] under the hypothesis n ^ 5. Let t x < < t r be the critical values of c. Write t Q = 0, t r+ί = 1 and The contention is that these changes are algebraic in the sense of § 1. In fact we prove that for some a lf , a sy β lf , β n in G, G {Q) {a l9 , a s } = G {r+1) {β lf , /3j is an algebraic extension of G {0) and G (r+1) . As we shall see the equations for a and β are of the form described in Definition D.
If (5) and (6) 
where η h is the root of equation (5) We know that the attached 2-handle must be cancelled by a 3-handle since X is diffeomorphic to Y and that this 3-handle must be attached by a map representing a which must, therefore, be a spherical element of H 2 Z\ It follows that π 1 {Z)-^π 1 {Z') induces an isomorphism of abelianization and an epimorphism of second homologies because under the map H 2 Z r -> H 2 π t (Z') defined by Hopf, a goes to zero. By [11; (2.1) 
,^s) where the η % are roots of equations (6) . Clearly then G o is isomorphic to G r . 3* Algebraic extensions of free groups* Let Φ be the free group (x lf " ,x m :} and h:Φ-^G 1 a homomorphism into a finitely presented group G x which induces isomorphisms H q {Φ) -> H q {G^) for q = 1, 2. In particular G x has a preabelian presentation [7] of the form ( 9 ) B 3 = Π w,^, α^ 'wϊ;. 1 .
8). Let G be a group which is simply concordant to Φ and assume (i)^= Zx\ for all i, and (ii) h*: H^Φ^) -> H X {G 2 ) is an isomorphism. Then x t -> v % x'iVϊ ι defines an isomorphism Φ -> G for some v t e G.
In fact recall Ψ -Φ'(6 1? ---,&,); let ίΓ = ker (?F -> G) the kernel of the map described by (8) . Then, if R 5 is the expression on the right hand side of (9) is trivial and so we can extend £f to an embedding ^: I x D 2 -> S n+2 . Let U = U L be the closure of S n+2 -L which is a compact manifold with boundary X x S 1 . As a result τr x = π^U) is finitely presented. Similarly, let U t be the closure of S n+2 -L ? (the meaning of L ίf L is, hopefully, clear); U = fV=i ^ We say ί7 is the complement of i^. Inclusion X x S 1 -> U induces a homomorphism h:Φ-^π ί of fundamental groups; let p t eXt.
The loops μ t -{pj x S 1 (attached by simple arcs 7, to a basepoint) are generators of a free group Φ' in π 19 and the image of h is in Φ'. Naturally h depends on the choice of the y t . At any rate h satisfies the hypothesis of [11; (3.1) ] and by §3, π = π(U) is an algebraic extension of Φ; further PROPOSITION 9 . The group π is simply concordant to Φ.
Proof. (Kervaire [5] ). By Theorem 3 of [5] Proof. We can write dU = ΣX t x S ι . Let A be the space obtained from dU by joining the X t x S 1 by means of arcs 7* to a basepoint (cf. [3] & *Σ*=* Zx k -* Zx t ) and so we can find q: U^S 1 extending p. Let z 0 be a regular value of q; then V t -q"\z 0 ) is a compact framed (n + l)-submanifold of U with boundary p~\Z 0 ) = Xt x z o cidU. Clearly F* is not unique and F* Π Fy Φ φ (unless π(U) = Φ by Lemma 2 of [3] ). We say the V t are Seifert manifolds for J*f.
For simplicity we assume i = 1, m = 2. Observe the surgeries performed below do not affect L 2 so if we reduce πάUΊ) to ^ the same argument can then be used to reduce ^(t^). The case m ^ 3 is similar.
Let λ: VW J be a smooth map with λ~L (0) Consider Z7 x /; attach 2-handles to U x {1} a long representatives of the ίv { ι ] (k). It is necessary to attach finitely many handles because K is the normal closure of finitely many elements in H x . In fact, both H ± and HJK are finitely presented [7; I] . The resulting space M r = £7 x IU ^(fe?) has fundamental group 7^/22. Since H 2 (πJR) -0 all its second homology (which is free abelian generated by the handles (hi)) is spherical [5; §1] that is the generators of the 2nd homology can be represented by spheres which, since n^Z, can be taken to be embedded.
Attach 3-handles along these embedded spheres to obtain ikf" = U x IU Σ(hl) Π Σ(ht) which by standard arguments is the complement in S n+2 x / of a concordance between L and a link L" which admits Seifert manifolds V[\ V 2 and π t (V") = Z, V" ^ V 2 . Repeating this argument for V 2 we may assume L is concordant to a link L r with manifolds VI, V 2 with infinite cyclic fundamental groups generated by a γ and a 2 respectively. Represent a t by a loop α<:
We may assume α< extends to an embedding D 2 -> Z7< which misses VI althogh it will intersect X, (j Φ i), since l(a t ) Φ 0.
If α, does not intersect, let /3 be a loop in U with linking number -~l(a ί9 X 2 ) with X 2 and linking number zero with X χm We may assume β Π V x = 0. Let τ be a tubular neighborhood of /S, τ ^ β x Z) n+1 . We may alter K to F L #dτ the connected sum of VI and dτ along a tube that joins them and that is disjoint with X 2 . Now fttiViftdτ) is free in two generators a t and β and α^ has zero linking number with X 2 so it can be eliminated as before.
The new link admits a Seifert manifold with infinite cyclic fundamental group generated by β. Since β bounds a disk in S n+2 disjoint from X x the assumption on a t is possible. A similar process for V 2 .
Clearly if a t extends to a disk in U if π t ( U t ) = Z. To complete the proof we have to fulfill condition (ii) of Lemma 8. We work with m = 2 and use the technique of [5, p. 246 ] to construct an infinite cyclic cover 1^ of U by taking a quotient of the disjoint union of copies Y n of U cut along V 1 with identifications {Vf) n = (Vr) n +ι (loc. cit. (12) where p\: X s x S 1 -^ S'VS 1 projects onto the ith circle, j = 1, 2. Triangle (12) We say a link ^Sf is simple if we can find Seifert manifolds yn+i Q JJ w-hich are ^-connected for n = 2q or n = 2q + 1. If n = 2q(q ^ 2) the V t are (2g + l)-discs [5; III] . THEOREM 
Every link of dimension n ^ 3 is concordant to a simple link.
This is a consequence of the results of [3] . Similar definitions and results for m ;> 3. For n = 2g, Theorem 13 generalizes [5; III. 6] . where G = π^S) (cf [5; p. 106] ) which is used to verify that the attached 2-cells that produce 2-homology actually generate spherical homology.
The second is more serious: Lemma 3 of [3] states more that it proves for odd dimensions. Theorem 13 is the best result possible. However Theorem 13 and the results of [2] , yield a description of the concordance group for links.
(4) Unfortunately our remarks do not work for links in S 3 ; the presence of longitudes ruins everything. In the Notices of the Amer. Math. Soc. (24 (1977) 
